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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
David Hinchcliffe our Chairman and Leader muses on what CAM / IAMRS is about
Recently I was asked (well I might have been)- ‘What’s
it all about Alfie?’ I was asked what we were doing
about our carbon footprint and the Woodland Trust it
was suggested as a possible area of interest. Now, the
club as such can’t directly support the trust (all our
funds are raised for the purpose of promoting road
safety and can’t be used for anything else) but it turns
out that Julie and I are already members - and yes I
had a look through their magazine though and found
lots of trees and good works in there. The Trust is
doing ‘what it’s about’.

Sundays and Wednesday evening and Sunday ride outs.
Everything is proving popular at present with excellent
attendance at events and club days. Offering a variety
hopefully provides something for everyone. A good turn out
from members to attend the First Aid course has enhanced
the skills pool of the club, the Loire can still accommodate
another 100 or so riders, Seaton probably a few more.

So for us it’s all about road safety- safer bikers on the road
enjoying themselves, fewer accidents, and also being
courteous, being a good example to others on the road and
getting us bikers a good name overall when out and about.
We’ve had a great year here, lots of members, lots of passes,
many F1RSTs- passes themselves are really good thoughthat’s one thing it is about. Generally, about 30+ in training
and passing every year. Currently we have 23 observers out
and about working and three more ‘in the pipeline’ as it
were.

Further opportunities for development are always there we
never need stop learning. Talk to an Observer and ask for
more training suggestions or address weakpoints. The IAM
Skills Days are filling up, three of us are off to Thruxton in
May, two more in July and at least four off to Mallory Park in
May as well; everyone says they are very good. Some have
signed up for the Masters
programme too. More slow speed
riding on the way too. As I say the
opportunities are always there.

What have I learnt? - you all like riding! Obvious really, but I
can be a bit slow at times. The observers like observing!
The social side has seen a good year so far with a lot more
coming up this year - Seaton trip, Loire trip, camping, club

So Alfie- ‘that’s what its all about’.

The club is an opportunity for anyone to become a safer
better rider, make friends, have a social life, find other likeminded people to go for a ride with and even to go on
holiday with (Remember the Loire trip - Ed).

David Hinchcliffe

IN THIS ISSUE
Mega puzzle page and prizes!
Tyres and what they’re about
Roundabouts - things you might not know!

MEGA PUZZLE PAGE - Complete the Crossword or the Wordsearch and win a Bacon Butty at Open Club Sunday
complete them both and have your pick of any one item from the Club Merchandise and a Bacon Butty!
(Tip - the answers in both puzzles are the same!)

Complete the crossword using the clues.

Across
4. Maintenance free final drive
5. Makes the rear end look neater
8. Valve named after a sweet
9. Wheel with teeth
11. Shows how fast the engine is going
13. Shows where I'm going
15. The GOAT?
17. Protects your head
18. Small creek or where the fuel goes in
21. Uses the pads to grip the disc
22. Blows out a load of hot air!
25. Somewhere to put your feet
26. Where the vehicle records are kept
Down
1. The Power of Dreams?
2. Stoppers
3. Keeps the cams turning
6. Raises the bars
7. Shows how fast the bike is going
10. Bike passenger
12. Skimpy little fairing
14. The heart of the engine
16. Cloth suit
19. Bike maintenance under the seat?
20. To look behind you
23. Tyres clear water with it
24. Wear it or change it?

Send a photograph of your completed puzzle(s) to camcom100@outlook.com to receive your prize voucher

WORD SEARCH
Find the hidden words, they can be:
up, down, backwards, forwards or diagonal,

Footrest
Brakes
Crash helmet Tachometer
Speedometer
Camchain
Tailtidy
Poppet
Sprocket
Shaft
Gear
Pillion
Exhaust
Rossi
Inlet
Honda
Tread
Indicator
Toolkit
Caliper
Mirror
Bikini
Riser
Textile
Crankshaft
DVLA
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MEGA PUZZLE OVERFLOW
By popular request a Soduku puzzle this issue as well!
(I’m spoiling you - Ed)
Complete the puzzle correctly and win a Bacon Bap at Open Club Sunday
or complete the Soduku and either the Crossword or the Wordsearch
and have your pick of any one item from the Club Merchandise and a Bacon Bap!
(Nothing extra for doing all three except the glory!)

Add the missing numbers in each
square such that each 9 square
rectangle has all the numbers 1-9
and each line vertically and
horizontally has the numbers 1-9
with no repeats
Photograph your solution and send it to camcom100@outlook.com to claim your prize!

CAM ANNUAL TEN PIN BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIP
Dave Crees our poet in residence has again
been moved to putting a few words together to
commemorate the evening and its excitement.
Thank you Dave.

The annual CAM 10 Pin Bowling Championship took place in January on a
cold and damp night. However the venue was warm and cosy and
entertaining and exciting at times, evening was enjoyed by all. The usual
suspects initially dominated but in the long run former champion Dave I
and and newcomer Andrew E came to the fore and battled it out right to
the end. It was a dead heat!

The knight of the golden ball
As we gathered each from far and close
And Dave and Julie our delightful hosts
Ten pins in four alleys made of wood
The Atlantic camp in darkness stood

The championship was decided by a ‘sudden death’ single frame which
Dave won by one pin, Andrew making it difficult by bowling a ‘Split’ with
his first ball. Dave showed himself
to be a true champion by dealing
with the pressure calmly.
Gary M gives it his all
for the team

Something and chips for supper
afterwards and Julie C awarding prizes to deserving
players, for all sorts of excellent and imaginative reasons.
All in all an excellent evening - Thank you Julie.
Andrew E composes himself
on his way to thrilling finale

We queued for shoes in every size
The coloured balls from racks were prised
The crash of skittles emphasised
The gully or the pins as that ball collides
With each strike or spare
The raucous cheers that filed the air
Curses for the ball that slipped
Mutterings of, that was S--t
The games progressed with thump and crash
Each players score on the monitor flashed
And at the end the totting up
Two scores were tied, no one in front

Gary P (former champion) gives Dave some well earned appreciation
(next time eh Gary)

Dave I proudly holds his Golden Ball for another year.
Julie providing support by holding his other winnings

Two shots each, left to decide
To claim the Golden ball that hallowed prize
But one got eight and one got nine
Dave Irwin: That 2020 champion sublime
That crown to wear until next time
Dave Crees
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TECH TALK
Tyres, Hoops, Rubber, Tyres, Treads, Black Stuff
Pete O’Connell continues his Bike Tech series with a piece on tyres - the interface between us and the road

Motorcycle tyres have a hard
life. We need them to last and
grip in all weathers on various
surfaces providing different grip
levels. Compared to the cost of
a motorcycle at £200 to £300 a
pair they are relatively cheap
components which have a
major impact on our rides.
Motorcycle tyres have existed
for more than 100 years. It is the one consistent part that bears
little resemblance to those used on early motorcycles, which
were modelled on
bicycles. The modern
motorcycle tyre is high
tech and has progressed
enormously since their
introduction 100 years
ago.

Cross Ply - Radial Ply
Prior to the early 1980s
(pre Superbike), tyres
would have been cross ply
where rubber was wound
in an X shape around the
carcass (hence cross ply)
but with the advent of the
modern Superbike, the
forces generated were too much for this type of tyre and to cope
they needed to be heavier and bulky and in turn generated far
too much heat.The radial tyre construction was introduced to
cope and solve the problem. Cross ply tyres are still made for
machines not requiring the high speeds or performance and
these tend be small capacity or cruisers.
Manufacturers will use a variety of different materials often
claiming the latest technological breakthrough but they all have
some common materials used in construction. These are steel,
rubber, silica, carbon and aramid materials formed into low
profile tyre shapes, radial or cross ply, directional and constant
curve tread designs.
A modern sport touring tyre will have the grip levels of a sport
tyre from 5 years ago but differs from it in that it will be more
hardwearing, longevity and therefore a higher mileage obtained
from it.

What do the numbers and letters mean on the sidewall?
Using these tyres from my own motorcycle as an example:

170/60 ZR17 M/C 72W
170 is the width in mm.
60 is the height (profile) of the tyre shown as a
percentage of the width (they are allowed to vary by +/4% for manufacturers to tune the tyre to a specific
model).
Z is the speed rating (Z = 150 mph +).
R is radial construction.
17 is the wheel diameter size shown in inches.
M/C is for motorcycle use.
72W is the load + speed rating.

·
·

·
·
·
·
·

The load in this case is 72 and from the table (right) you can see
it is rated for 355kgs and W speed rated for a maximum of
168mph. There are couple of points to note. Firstly, if the 72W
had been bracketed (72W) the speed rating would be in excess
of 168mph and secondly, top speed will always show the slowest
tyre (they are usually matched). Below is a table for the speed
and load rating:
Speed
Rating

MPH

Load
Rating

Max Kgs

Load
Rating

Max Kgs

Moped

30

50

190

63

272

J

62

51

195

64

280

K

69

52

200

65

290

L

75

53

206

66

300

M

81

54

212

67

307

P

95

55

218

68

315

Q

100

56

224

69

325

R

105

57

230

70

335

S

113

58

236

71

345

U

125

59

243

72

355

V

150

60

250

73

365

W

168

61

257

Z

150

62

265
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TECH TALK- cont’d
Tyres, Hoops, Rubber, Tyres, Treads, Black Stuff- cont’d
when produced may have a manufacturing mould releasing
agent (the mould that the tyre was made in, not the green stuff)
It is very important to be aware of how old
on the tyre and this can be slippery especially when in the wet.
tyres are as they do deteriorate over time.
Some manufacturers state that their tyres do not need scrubbing
You should find a four digit date code on the
in because of the way they are manufactured.
tyre wall. For example, 2317. This indicates
All new tyres will have a certain amount of grip available but
rd
the tyre was made during the 23 week of
generally
for at least the first 50 miles (I tend to use 100 miles)
2017. This significance of this is that generally
hard
braking
and acceleration should be avoided. Once the tyre
a tyre fitted to a motorcycle will, depending
is
warm,
which
takes about the same time to heat up as your
on manufacturer, last around 5 years.
engine
does
to
warm
up, the lean angle can be gradually
So, if you are buying an older machine, it may be worth
increased
and
during
the
early miles the new glossy surface will
checking how old the tyres are as you may need to factor in
disappear,
leaving
only
what
is known as a ‘chicken strip’ around
replacement cost. Tyres in storage can last longer depending on
the
edge
of
the
tyre.
Without
wishing to contradict the above, it
climatic conditions.
is braking and acceleration that warms a tyre and normal road
use will be sufficient to do this.
Where was it made?
When it comes to replacing tyres, you are often presented
Tyre manufacturers also make their products in a variety of
with a whole catalogue of choices. On line forums are full of
factories across the globe, so each tyre is stamped with a ‘Made
‘these are best’. Sifting through the quagmire of false
in’ location to denote country of origin. The majority of original
information can be confusing and there is a need
equipment tyres on Japanese bikes are made in Japan, whilst
to be careful. Personally, I’m a believer that the
most European built bikes use European built tyres.
motorcycle manufacturer knows what is best for
Replacement tyres will be identical in terms of markings, but
your machine. If in doubt consult the handbook,
are more likely to be built in Europe in order to reduce shipping
speak to a dealer or someone you can trust with
costs although Bridgestone still make their radial tyres in Japan.
the same motorcycle.

Dating Tyres

Replacing Tyres
Tyres will only last so long and the decision has to be made as to
when to change. Generally, depending on
riding style a rear normally lasts two fronts.
Legally however, there isn’t a choice. A
motorcycle tyre, to be legal, must have a
minimum of 1 mm tread across ¾ of the
breadth of the tyre all the way around. So
that clears that up, or does it? As most of
us are aware the tread is for water
displacement and most manufacturers will
recommend replacing before the 1mm is
reached to maintain wet weather performance.
The more suspicious amongst us may think that this
recommendation is for commercial reasons to sell more tyres
but riding in the depths of winter with a tyre not working at its
best, increases risk and can be downright scary. Another factor
to consider is ‘squaring off’ where the tyre has worn more in the
middle than the edges and thus producing a squarer profile.
Worn tyres don’t perform at their best.
The stark contrast between riding
with an old tyre and riding with a new
one is only realised when you ride off
on the new. You get that lovely feeling
of the handling feeling smooth and
progressive and you realise the old tyre
felt notchy on leaning for a corner.
‘Scrubbing in’ - The new tyre will
require a period of ‘scrubbing in’. A tyre

Until next time - POC

Whilst we’re on the subject of tyres
A little appendix courtesy of Bristol Advanced Motorists

Tyre grip trade off
Maximum available tyre grip has to be shared between 3 independent functions;
accelerating, steering, and braking. This is what Advanced Riders know as ‘tyre
grip trade-off’. As more tyre grip is used for braking there is less available for
steering and this reduces your control over the best positioning for the hazard.
Because riders sometimes enter a bend in the wrong position of the
road, at the wrong speed and in the wrong gear they end up have to brake whilst
actually steering through the bend – thus creating the ‘trade-off’. This generally
happens at the very point where maximum cornering grip is required.

Both cornering and braking transfer the vehicle weight onto the front
wheels thus assisting grip and to some extent aiding water displacement. This
however also tends to lighten the rear of the vehicle thus reducing the available
tyre grip on the rear tyre with the potential for the rear end to slide outwards
and at best ‘backing it in’ or worse, sliding off.
It’s worth considering that, as the main purpose of tyre tread is to displace water on the road surface it might be a good idea to make sure you have
the best treaded tyres on your bike and that they are kept in the best condition

Adapted from an article by Bristol Advanced Motorists
but it also applies to bikes!
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WOT’S ON?
Edited Highlights from Julie C’s latest update

Friday to Monday 10–13 April - Easter! Easter Egg
Hunt, Easter Eggs & Simnel Cake at a place near you.
March is here! Camellias are in full bloom, snowdrops
Saturday & Sunday 18 & 19 April - Weekend away at
are snowing, daffodils are trumpeting, crocuses are
Seaton. Explore the stunning Jurassic Coast and
crousting, and Daphne smells so delightful, the elusive
beautiful Devon seaside town of Seaton, staying at the
mad March hare is leaping around somewhere, all
Premier Inn, Harbour Road, Seaton, Devon, EX12 2NA
these wonderful things to make our days out biking
(also satnav postcode) Seaton Premier Inn link. The
even more enjoyable! It’s still quite cold so wrap up
hotel has 77 rooms, lots still available so no shortage,
warm and keep those hands and feet warm and wheels
currently £77 per room and meal deal extra. If you’d
rolling all you happy CAMmers!
like to join us on this weekend, get yourself booked up
March
for Saturday night 18 April and meal deal/breakfast. Let
Sunday 15 March - Monthly Ride Out with Choughie,
Julie know for meet up details.
third time lucky and doin’ it the Cornish way. Meet
Sunday 19 April - Monthly Ride Out for those choosing
9.45am debrief and leave Kingsley village overflow car
to stay local with Mr Mark Tucker who will be leading
park 10am prompt. Indian Queens, Halloon roundabout,
you across those Cornish hills and dales on this fine
Newquay, Goonhavern, Perranporth, cliff road down to
April day. Meet at B&Q Pentewan Rd St Austell PL25
Hayle, Hayle causeway to Lelant Downs, Balloon to top
5BU (opp Costa) for set off 10am heading to Looe for
of St Ives, coast road to St Just, up past St Just Airport
coffee/lunch then on to Hessenford Liskeard St Neot,
then back to Penzance on the main Land’s End road,
finishing at Victoria Roche. Route on “Myrouteapp”
along the sea front from Newlyn and ending at Jordons
https://www.myrouteapp.com/en/social/route/272093
car park, Marazion. And repeat – only joking! J
6?mode=share
Thursday 26 March - Ladock Village Hall - Motolegends
May
7.30pm. Want to find out what biking gear is best for
Sunday 3 May - Open Club Sunday: 10am Ladock:
you? All bikers invited to come along to the
Magellan Tours with Felix and David Billington giving a
Motolegends informative talk and demo of protective
talk on: Who we are; Who our clients are; Why people
motorcycle gear with sound, non-judgemental advice
ride with Magellan; Where we go and what types of
followed by Q&A after. There may be an opportunity to
tours we offer; Our Community; Our top touring tips;
buy clothing, if available, but no pressure whatsoever,
Q&As – absolutely everything you would need to know
foremost to advise on the best clothing to suit you.
for one of these amazing tours! magellan motorcycle
Refreshments provided by CAM.
tours
What are Motolegends about? They started in 1994.
Also, if you are interested in a tour, when you book, just
They sell only the best gear: the most technical, the
use the code “KERNOWIAM” which gives £100 off any
most authentic, stylish, colourful and are never swayed
of their tours for Cornwall IAM members. So check out
by what manufacturers say sells best. They are
the link and get booked up!
motivated only by finding what's new, what's different,
Sunday 3 – 8 May - Loire (France) trip away. Anyone
and what works. Check them out motolegends link
wishing to join us for everything French, then let Julie
April
know who can forward details on ferry booking times
Wednesday 1 April - First Evening Ride out of the
and accommodation places to book up, plenty of time
Season, no fooling! Need a Lead Rider to volunteer
to think about it and everyone welcome to come along.
please! Contact Julie.
Wednesday 6 May: Evening Ride Need a Lead Ride to
Sunday 5 April - Open Club Sunday: 10am Ladock. Pete
volunteer please! Contact Julie.
O’Connell giving an informative insight on what steps are
Sunday 10 May - Damerells Charity Bike Ride –
involved on taking your Masters and continual rider
Volunteer Marshalls needed to assist with the run.
development. Open to all current members, the IAM
Please contact Julie to register availability, we need as
Masters programme provides 1-1 mentoring support
many as we can get.
and guidance that will help you build on your existing
Sunday 10 May - Bike Safe with Police, County Hall.
skills and attain the highest standard of civilian riding
Sunday 17 May - Monthly Ride Out. May Day, May
ability in the country.
Day, VOLUNTEER LEAD RIDER REQUIRED! Contact Julie

Hello 2020 CAMmers!

Cont’>>>
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WOT’S ON? - cont’d
More edited highlights from Julie C’s latest update

email or 07818 431156 to save the day and make it your
way, just like Frank (Sinatra not Balloch).
Tuesday 19 May - Thruxton Motorcycle Skills Day. If
interested, contact David Hinchcliffe who is going.
Saturday 23 May - 7th Annual Bideford Bike Show.
Check website for meet up details. Bideford Bike Show
Friday 29 – Sunday 31 May - Camping (or was that
Glamping?!)
Go wild this weekend! Tony Bonner and Paul Anderson
planning camping trip to leave Friday afternoon/ early
evening 29 May at Maker Heights campsite on the Ram
Peninsular https://makercamp.org.uk/
The site is run by the Ram conservation group and is
non-profit making. The site is quite wild, has good
facilities, a great canteen which does an excellent
breakfast, superb views over Plymouth Sound and, the
best bit, a ten minute walk to the pub at King Sand. £12
pp per night. Get your tents and sleeping bags for the
ready – you won’t need the cooking utensils though on
this weekend away!
Note: If there’s a speedway meet at Plymouth that
weekend then a trip on Friday evening could be on the
cards, ride out Saturday and ride home Sunday. Tony
needs to know interest and numbers for this please.
Email juliecalow@btinternet.com or call 07818 431156
to register interest.
30 May – 12 June - TT races, Isle of Man.
June
Wednesday 3 June - Evening Ride Out – any volunteer
lead riders out there, please come forward!
Sunday 7 June - Social Club Sunday Ladock Village Hall
10.00am.
John Green, Cornwall Blood Bikers speaker, will be
giving a talk on Blood Bikes and so much more! Very
Scottish, very entertaining and very informative. John
can’t wait to step into the CAMmer’s Lion’s Den arena
to meet you all!
Sunday 21 June - PAM/CAM BBQ. Meet 10am, place to
be confirmed. BBQ 1.30pm, finish 3.30pm.
Saturday/Sunday 27 & 28 June - Barnstable Observers
Training Weekend with Mark Tucker and Tim Collins. 9
National Observers have volunteered to run the
weekend so we can support up to 18 Local Observers
and/or Full Members (and now open to associate
members). At the time of going to the press, there are
only 7 members signed up so far so plenty of spaces
available, it will be on a first come first served with cut-

off date 31 March 2020. Contact/booking details on
website.
July
Wednesday 3 July - Evening Ride Out – volunteer lead
rider needed please
Sunday 5 July - Open Club Sunday Ladock Village Hall
10.00am
Si Wilkinson will be giving us a talk on "How to fast-track
your (or your learners) learning: Tips to learn skills
faster, more efficiently, and with greater effectiveness.”
What are you waiting for? Turn up and find out how!
Sunday 12 July - Truro Bike & Trike Show. We will be
attending, volunteers needed to help with the stand.
Sunday 19 July - CAM BBQ and ride out. Details on
website.
2020 Stuff to come - Talk from a biker policeman‘s
perspective; more Emergency 1st Aid free courses; Bike
Seal Demo with Dale Stote; Gary P to give talk/demo on
‘What to Pack’ when touring; talk on Full
Control/Positive Steering; Pirates Penzance Bike Show
September, Simon Williams follow up 1st Aid specific to
bikers talk; Chris Gendall follow up talk on medics and
bikes; Land’s End to John’o’Groats and back bike trip
being organised by Terry T – happening in 2021; Super
Soco demo/talk on all electric bikes and much more!
As always…..
CAM Merchandise on Sale at Club Sundays: 'Insights
into Advanced Motorcycling'- £4. Hats £8; Caps £8;
Badges £4; IAM Neck Scarves £3.50; CAM Neck Scarves
£8; Lanyards £3 – All excellent for Birthday presents,
Easter presents, I’ve lost it presents or simply ‘Because
I’m Worth It’ present!
Events/Talks: If anyone has an event that we should
make note of, or someone who we could invite to give a
talk, please email Julie on juliecalow@btinternet.com
with details, thank you!
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Planning for the CAM Training Weekend is now well advanced. Anyone wishing to take part must contact
Mark Tucker by 31st March so that we have some numbers to work with.
Applicants will be dealt with on a first come first served basis

CAM Training Weekend
27th and 28th June 2020
We currently have 9 volunteer Observer’s for this year’s event so can offer 18 training places at the moment
First come first served
If more observers come forward then we will be able to offer more training places
Purpose of the weekend
To provide update training to the existing Observer Cadre
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

LO
LO to NO
NO to NO (LOA)
LO and NO Quality Assurance

Membership Continuing Skills Development
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Member to F1rst
Masters taster
Specific development need (as defined by member)

Format for the weekend - Time table
0900 Briefing and Breakfast at Victoria Inn Roche
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Meet and greet
Overview of the process for the day
Allocation of Riders to Observers
Depart to ride for the day to North Devon and Exmoor

1700 Book in to Premier Barnstaple
Ÿ

1930 dinner and social time

Sunday 0830 Breakfast
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

0930 on road session continuing yesterday’s work
1330 Carvery Lunch at Victoria Roche – wash up session
1430
Dispersal to home

Follow up with Survey Monkey evaluation of weekend
To book your place please email Mark Tucker
cam1254bikers@gmail.com
as soon as possible
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Dragon Rally 2020
Mark Tucker and a few chums attended the Dragon Rally earlier in the year,
here he recounts the fun that was had by all.
The Dragon Rally is a motorcycle camping rally held annually
during winter in North Wales. It has been held every year
since 1962, making it one of the UK's longest running bike
events. In the 1960’s the attendance at the Dragon
sometimes topped 3,000 riders; more recently the figure
ranged from 1,500 to 2,000 depending on the weather and
location.
The rally is famed
for its toughness and
spartan facilities.
Riders often have to
endure miserable
riding conditions to
attend the rally and,
once on site, they are
expected to camp
without regard to the
weather conditions. It is an event held in veneration by large
numbers of motorcyclists as a test of stamina and endurance
because (in the first two decades at least) it was common to
have to endure snow and ice to ride there. The Dragon is
often grouped with the German Elephant Rally and the
Norwegian Krystal Rally. (Wikipedia).
This year’s rally was staged at Caple-y- Garaig which is
about a mile from the New Menai Bridge, Sir Gwynedd but
more of the later. This year was a combined Lincoln and
Cornwall Advanced event with Nick, my brother, and Tim
Collins and me participating. We met at Bath for the 3rd year
running and spent a convivial evening taking my 93-year-old
Aunt for a meal in a local hostelry. Saturday morning dawned
bright and dry and we set off in good spirits with a fine
breakfast inside! Making our way via the Prince of Wales
Bridge and Abergavenny to Cwmdu and a coffee stop at the
Myndd Ddu tea rooms where along with the most excellent
Barabrith the have visor cleaner and anti-fogging spray free
to use. After a short break we continued along the A479,
A470 and A489 to the Caffi Draig in Llanbrynmair, a pit stop
Cafe on the A470 with small play barn, gift shop, rabbit
village!, and exhibition space. Good place to stop on your
journey, a little bit of something for everyone especially
hungry bikers.
After lunch we
continue
northward to the
Swallow Falls Inn
and the Dragon
Check-in ‘desk’.
The check-in
caravan furnished
us validation of the
tickets a sticker

and directions to the camp site, 21 miles distant on a bleak
hill side at Caple-y- Garaig. Parking on the approach road we
walked up to the marquee and collected our pin badge,
coaster and goody bag. Refreshed with a mug of hot soup and
a bread bun we trudged back down the muddy track to the
bikes. Now the confession: after a close run in with
hyperthermia 2 years ago discretion overcame valour and we
made our way to the Premier Inn in Caernarfon. Warm room,
comfy bed and hot meal, beer and Breakfast.
Meeting up at
0800 on Sunday
morning storm
Ciara was with us,
after breakfast we
packed up the bikes
and discovering we
couldn’t stand still
in the storm force
wind; went back
into to the
The blurring of picture isn’t focus
restaurant and
its wind and rain!
inveigled a second
breakfast on the house!
At 10.00 the storm hadn’t abated but at 1100 Nick
commented “look, the boats in the marina aren’t moving”,
and indeed the wind had dropped to a slight hooley! We set
off in good heart climbing up over the Llanberis pass, we
could hear the roar of the wind coming behind us and
suddenly the bike shot from the near side of the road to the
off side with no input from me (other than a strange warming
of my pants).
Very cautiously we made our way over the pass negotiating a
roof in the road at Pen-y-Pass and down the mountain A5 to
Betws-y-Coed, here the road was closed due to a flood but
what’s an adventure bike for, so negotiating the waters which
were well over my feet we found our way through (later Tim
said he was blowing bubbles with the exhausts on the Pan
well under the water!)
We continued along the A5 to Llangollen where Nick
turned East for Lincoln and Tim and I South West to the Farmshop services at Gloucester. The weather was blustery with
many fallen trees and a lot of standing water these 167 miles
had taken 5 hours. Resting and replenishing the inner man we
set off down the M5 corridor to discover the Ciara had not
passed through the Southwest yet, we suffered severe
buffeting and frequent squalls of rain with the riding speed
down to 50 mph at times (but still well within the flow of
traffic). I was finally at home by 19.30 taking 7 ½ hours to ride
340 miles so an average speed of 45.33 MPH
Will we do it again, why of course! Next year sees the
60th Dragon rally …. Not going to miss that one!
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What’s a roundabout?
A survey conducted by IAM RoadSmart, found that many
drivers have a real lack of awareness of the rules of the road,
putting themselves and others in danger. Over 1,000 motorists
participated in the survey for IAM RoadSmart to test their
knowledge of the Highway Code and the results were
surprising.
Ÿ More than 50% admitted their road knowledge was so poor,
they didn’t recognise the roundabout sign.
Ÿ More than two-thirds of drivers admitted they had no
understanding of the two second rule.
Ÿ Some 68% of drivers were unaware of the two-second
following distance in dry weather, with 53% confusing this
for two car lengths.
This results in a gap of less than a third of a second when
travelling at 60mph, for an average-sized family car.
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart director of policy and research,
said: “This is truly shocking. The outcome of the survey brings
to light some frightening statistics which demonstrates the
need to constantly refresh on-road knowledge.”
The survey also found that only 43% correctly recognised
the Highway Code ‘dual carriageway ends’ sign, with
respondents aged between 17 and 39 being the largest group to
answer this incorrectly.
When asked what to do when arriving to a scene of a
serious crash, almost half (48%) were unaware that the first
thing you need to do is to warn others of the danger by turning
on hazard lights.
Worryingly, two-thirds of those surveyed admitted they
were unable to recognise the colour of the reflective studs
between a motorway and its slip road, with only one in five
(20%) of those aged 17 to 39 answering correctly that they are
green.
Neil said: “With many young drivers showing high levels of traffic
sign ignorance these results reinforce IAM RoadSmart’s view
that road safety education should be taught as part of the
National Curriculum in schools to prepare teenagers for their
future driving career.
Some older readers will have noticed that youngsters figure
strongly in the ignorance stakes but they shouldn’t be too
complacent, of those who participated, over half were not able
to identify that a circle shaped sign demonstrates traffic signs
that give orders – a crucial piece of information when on the
road. Drivers aged 70 onwards statistically scored below average
on this question.
“Many drivers don’t look at the Highway Code regularly
after they’ve passed their test, but no-one’s memory is perfect
and it’s crucial to read and understand the most recent version
of the Highway Code for the safety of all road users.”

And whilst we’re on the subject of Roundabouts:
‘A roundabout is a type of circular intersection or
junction in which road traffic is permitted to
flow in one direction around a central island,
and priority is typically given to traffic already in
the junction’.
Modern roundabouts observe various design rules to
increase safety. Compared to stop signs, traffic signals, and
earlier forms of roundabouts, modern roundabouts reduce
the likelihood and severity of collisions greatly by reducing
traffic speeds and minimizing ‘T-Bone’ and head-on
collisions. Variations on the basic concept include
integration with tram and/or train lines, two-way flow,
higher speeds and many others. Traffic exiting the
roundabout comes from one direction, rather than three,
simplifying the pedestrian's visual environment. Traffic
moves slowly enough to allow visual engagement with
pedestrians, encouraging deference towards them. Other
benefits include
reduced driver
confusion associated
with perpendicular
junctions and
reduced queuing
associated with
Potential Collision points on roundabouts and junctions
traffic lights. They allow U-turns within the normal flow of
traffic, which often are not possible at other forms of
junction. Moreover, since vehicles that run on fossil fuels
averagely spend less time idling at roundabouts than at
signalled intersections, using a roundabout potentially leads
to less pollution. When entering vehicles only need to give
way, they do not always perform a full stop; as a result, by
keeping a part of their momentum, the engine needs to work
less to regain speed, resulting in lower emissions. Research
has also shown that slow moving traffic in roundabouts
makes less noise than traffic that is stop-starting.
Modern roundabouts were first standardised in the UK
in 1966 and were found to be a significant improvement over
previous traffic circle and rotaries. Since then they have
spread and modern roundabouts are commonplace
throughout the world. Half of the world's roundabouts are in
France (more than 30,000 as of 2008), although the United
Kingdom has more as a proportion of the road than any
other country. A few roundabouts to contemplate:

Adapted from an articles by Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart
Director of Policy and Research.
If shelling out for a new copy of the highway code irks, it is
possible to download a copy in pdf format for free from
www.highwaycodeuk.co.uk,
all the road signs are in separate files.

Magic Roundabout - Swindon, there
are seven roundabouts here

And our very own Chivvie - which could probably use
a bit of magic of its own!
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OPEN CLUB SUNDAYS
CAM Club Days are held on the first Sunday of the month at the
Ladock Community Hall.
The day is open to all-comers so anyone can attend and take advantage of what’s on offer.
CAM has enjoyed a lot of support through Open Club
Sundays which are designed to encourage nonmembers to attend - ‘to see what its about’ and then go
on to greater things. Gary M continues to provide highly
instructive and thought provoking technical talks with
outside speakers providing more wide ranging items
such as ‘First Aid Specific to Bikers’ and ‘Racing at the
TT’ as well as the more fundamental elements of IPSGA.
We have had consistently high numbers attending
the lectures and presentations, before taking the
opportunity to have an observed / assessed ride or join
in on the social ride. However, all this has not been
before enjoying a bacon / sausage bap (plus optional
egg) and a coffee expertly prepared by the catering team
led by Gary P. Keep up the good work.

The level of interaction and support for these technical
sessions from the members has continued to grow
helping us make the Club Sundays more enjoyable as well
as providing a valuable social activity and learning
opportunity.
Attendances have been recorded consistently
between 25 and 45 with the norm being around 35, all
making the most of the refreshments, sharing of
knowledge and meeting other riders for a chat.
Our continued thanks to the 2 Garys and all those
volunteers who help make this happen as well as the
support and dedication of its
Observers.
Thank you One and All

In addition to the Bap and Coffee (only £2) there is a chance to socialise with other club
members, learn a bit more through Gary M’s entertaining and informative lectures and
guest speakers, go out for a ride,

Club Rideouts

Club
Prices

Club Rideouts are for Full Members only. Associates
can participate by invitation through their Observer.

The Monthly Rideout is usually on the third
Sunday of the month and the Evening
Rideout (April to September) is on the first
Wednesday of each month.
Rideouts are announced (leader, date, time,
start point and probable destination) by
email and through the website.
(www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk)

Sausage Bap (Vegi)
Bacon Bap
Add an Egg

£1.50
£1.50
£0.50

Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate

£0.50
£0.50
£0.50

Club Badge

£4
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Keeping in the Loop
Where to go for information and advice.
All Committee members are contactable by email.
The Training Support Group should be contacted through the Chairman of the TSG
Group Committee
David Hinchcliffe

Chair

laserdaveh@hotmail.com

Clive Richards

Vice Chair

choughie@aol.com

Malcolm Farrar

Treasurer

camcom100@outlook.com

Mark Tucker

Secretary

cam1254bikers@gmail.com

Gary Pike

Publicity (Web)

garypikecam@gmail.com

Julie Calow

Events

juliecalowcam@btinternet.com

Malcolm Farrar

Newsletter Editor

camcom100@outlook.com

Mark Tucker

Membership

cam1254bikers@gmail.com

Amanda Pratley

Publicity

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

David Hinchcliffe

Training Support Group

laserdaveh@hotmail.com

Bob Griffin

Member

retrorob53@aol.com

Tim Collins

IMI and Training

Mike Cowell

Member

Colin Williams

Member

associates@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
mail@mikecowell.co.uk
kiwikol@icloud.com

Honorary Vice Presidents - CAM Shelagh Garrard, Sam Patmore and Bob Griffin
In recognition for their Work and Commitment to CAM and Its Members

Social Committee
Julie Calow (Chair)

juliecalowcam@btinternet.com

Gary Metters

20townsfield@sky.com

Gary Pike

garypikecam@gmail.com

Amanda Pratley

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Malcolm Farrar

camcom100@outlook.com

Terry Tomlin

terrytomlin@btinternet.com

Training Support Group (TSG)
David Hinchcliffe (Chair)

Karen Richards

Amanda Pratley,

David Mooney,

Tim Collins

Mark Tucker

Colin Williams

Chris Gendall.

Gary Metters

Clive Richards

FACEBOOK
The club has two Facebook pages one is open to all including non-members and one is a closed group for members
only. If you don’t have access to the the closed group contact the Membership Secretary for an invite to the group.
Closed Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornwalladvanced/
Open Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/cornwalladvancedmotorcyclists/
WEBSITE
The Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclists website can be found at www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk
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